
Sunday 10th October 2021 

Barnet Sunday League Division Six Match at Enfield Playing Fields (Pitch 4) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.30 a.m. 
 

Result: ENFIELD ALBION ..................... 8   EDMONTON ROVERS ...................... 3 Half-Time: 3-2 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-2-3-1 / 4-1-4-1 58) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Tyler MEADER   

2 RB Roshan SHAH OFF 55  

5 RCB/LCB 58 Chris JORDANOU   

4 LCB Natan PAWLACZYK OFF (Inj.) 58  

3 LB/RB 58 Lenny CHARLES   

8 CM Dapo ALAOYE   

6 CM Jack VANVYNCK OFF 55  

9 RM/LM 83 Myreon KEANE  7, 25 Mins. 

10 ACM Josh WAKEFORD OFF 79 72 Mins. 

11 LM Harry DORWARD OFF 83  

17 CF/ACM 58 Leon McKENZIE-McKAY (Captain)   

SUBSTITUTES 

18 RB/RCB 58 Tobi CHARLES ON 55  

15 CM/LB 58 Morgan PAGE-MULLANE ON 55  

20 CF Gianni DIPO ON 58  

16 ACM Harvey ANTONIOU ON 79  

14 RM Tairique HARRISON ON 83  

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

MANAGER: Tony McKay           CLUB LINESMAN: Bob Cleary    ATTENDANCE: 40 

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT (WhatsApp Group & Ex-Players): Laurence Hughes, Simon Jackson, Lexton Harrison, Dele 

Alaoye, Keith Charles, Tracey Charles, Sarah Keane, Lorna Antoniou, Tim Wakeford, Verity Wakeford, Danielle Vanvynck, Sarah 

Dorward, Ritish Shah 

REFEREE: Ian Fernandes                               

BOOKINGS: None SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Cold & Cloudy with occasional drizzle.    STATE OF PITCH: Hard & flat but wet on top. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (One Player): Jahiem Brown (Suspended) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):   1. Jack Evans (GK); 8. Harry Page (RB), 19. Tom Jacobs (RCB), 14. Joe Sanders 

(LCB…Captain), 2. Adam Blaby (LB); 15. William Monery (CM), 3. Marcel McKie (CM); 6. Jon Reader (RM), 9. Sean Sanders 

(ACM), 10. Nicky Codrington (LM); 11. Bobby Bartlett (CF)   Sub.  14. Jon Fish (On for Page…56 Mins) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:   S.Sanders (9, 52, 85 Mins.), Bartlett (44, 45 Mins.), Reader (56, 79 Mins.), Codrington (90+3 Mins.) 

 

MATCH REPORT 

Manager Tony McKay had some difficult decisions to make for this match with 19 players making themselves available, so he decided to give 

preference to those who had been attending our midweek training sessions recently, which included forward Gianni Dipo, who had impressed 

in Pre-Season but had been unable to play in any League matches so far as his 16th birthday wasn’t until a few days ago. Goalkeeper Tyler 

Meader was also named in the squad after missing the previous week’s match, so Jack Vanvynck started as an outfield player despite a man-

of-the-match performance in goal in that game, but it was the Enfield Albion goalkeeper who made the first mistake of the match when he 

amusingly let a soft shot from Myreon McKay roll under his foot to give us the lead after just seven minutes. With our opponents missing a 

few players presumably because of the Wilder-Fury fight at 5.00 am, it looked as if we could quite easily go on and win the match, despite 

conceding an equaliser just two minutes later when Sean Sanders flicked in an inswinging cross past a static Meader. That looked to be 

especially so after 25 minutes when Myreon regained the lead for us after outpacing the Albion defence in running onto a Dapo Alaoye 

through ball, but we missed several other good chances in the First Half and we were made to pay for that when Albion scored two quick 

goals almost right on the half-time whistle to take a 3-2 lead into the break. The first of those came after 44 minutes when forward Bobby 

Bartlett curled a long range shot over Meader’s head and then just 30 seconds later the same player capitalised on a mistake from Natty 

Pawlaczyk to cut inside Roshan Shah’s challenge and finish easily. Perhaps not surprisingly, Albion’s players woke up during the Half-Time 

interval and they were a much better side in the Second Half, especially after they went 4-2 up just seven minutes after the break when 

Chris Jordanou deflected in a shot from Sean Sanders that Tyler Meader may have had covered. Tyler was then out-jumped from a corner in 

the 56th minute, with Jon Reader tapping in on the goal-line to make it 5-2, but Josh Wakeford pulled a goal back to make it 5-3 in the 72nd 

minute after a good spell of pressure and with Gianni Dipo now on the pitch, we certainly looked capable of scoring more goals. However, 

further defensive mistakes from trying to over-play at the back saw us concede a 6th goal in the 79th minute as Jon Reader was left with a 

simple tap-in for his second of the match, then Sean Saunders completed his hat-trick after 85 minutes with a clever turn and finish to put 

Albion 7-3 ahead before Nicky Codrington completed the scoring in the 3rd minute of added-on time with a quality solo goal, although our 

heads had gone down quite considerably by that stage after being the better side for large parts of the match and even ending up with more 

shots at goal than our opponents. We lost by such a wide margin in the end though from just a lack of experience and know-how defensively, 

but we still have plenty more matches left this season to get that first win.  


